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There is a plethora of nations that are worth a visit. There can be countless reasons for the same.
But Pakistan is a country that has it all. And, what city can be better than Lahore? There is a saying
among the locals residing in the city â€œif you havenâ€™t seen Lahore, you havenâ€™t seen anything!â€• You just
need to pay one quick visit to this spot and you will come to know that the adage is not that far from
the truth. You can take flights to Pakistan to explore this beguiling city of Lahore.

You will be astonished to know that Lahore is unbelievably beautiful that boasts about its appealing
tourist attractions that reside in this pleasurable city. You can come across forts, mosques, gardens,
museums and bazaars in the heart of Lahore. It is the most attention-grabbing city in Pakistan and
is ranked second when the size is compared. The fact remains true that it is the major city in Punjab
and is often regarded as the cultural hub of Pakistan due to various reasons. It would certainly not
be wrong to state that Lahore is the second best destination in Pakistan when it comes to attracting
the center of attention of the travellers.

There are so many attractions that will take your breath away. To begin with, the Walled Town may
be the prime attraction in the city of Lahore. It is a location that you just canâ€™t afford to miss and is 1
km long. You will find a number of attractions inside the Walled Town that comprise Badshahi
Mosque, Lahore Fort and the Inner Town. Badshahi Mosque is the mosque that is considered to be
the biggest mosque in the world. The tourists can be in awe of the complex architectural designs on
the shrines and temples. You can witness another attraction inside the Walled Town and that is the
Minar-e-Pakistan. It is affectionately known as the Eiffel Tower of Pakistan.

Lahore flights can be sought from numerous travel agencies at a cheap price. However, itâ€™s
necessary that you perform an expansive research online so that you can get the best deals on
cheap flights to Lahore.

The best time to take flights to Lahore is the time when festivals like Urs religious festival and Eid
count among the best time to pay a visit to this city. If youâ€™re an ardent foodie, you can excigte your
taste buds at the Food Street.
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The author is an expert in travel industry and provides useful tips on getting a flights to Lahore and a
flights to Pakistan. You can contact him at +44 (0) 208 385 6850.
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